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Abstract

This paper examines aspects of the notion that courseware can be successfully engineered in the way that, we are told, software is engineered. Over the past twenty years software development has used the paradigm of engineering and the analogy with traditional engineering to give it focus and direction. Recently the engineering paradigm has been grafted onto the development of courseware. This paper looks at the validity of this approach and asks at what level should the comparison be made between software engineering and courseware engineering. In particular the paper considers the current use of some software engineering ideas to enhance the quality of courseware products and to manage and control their development. These are the areas where the engineering analogy is less useful. In software engineering terms, courseware engineering seems to lack clarity or consistency in defining its customers, and in defining the purpose, scope and boundary of its products, leading to problems in subsequent testing and evaluation. In managing the developmental process, courseware engineering often resorts to informal incremental prototyping. In software engineering terms, this lacks the visibility that would facilitate many aspects of management. The paper concludes by offering a courseware lifecycle development and deployment model that addresses these issues and maps well into current practice in modularised higher education and the needs of undergraduate computer science education.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade there has been a renaissance of interest in all forms of Computer-Assisted Learning as courseware has been developed and introduced into many academic disciplines in much of higher education. The development and deployment of this technology seems to have been largely unstructured, uncoordinated and possibly wasteful. The renaissance has probably been driven
partly by the enthusiasm of individual lecturers and partly by central funding initiatives, and made possible by a wealth of technical advances.

It is clear that the sustainable, systematic and efficient use of courseware in higher education, specifically in undergraduate computing courses in modular high-volume institutions where it is currently under-represented, will only come about when there is a fuller analysis and critique of:

- the tools, techniques and processes by which courseware is developed
- the relationships between courseware developmental and deployment costs; and the educational and institutional benefits, quality and risks.
- the educational and institutional context in which courseware is used
- the teaching and learning situations in which courseware is deployed

The first of these items is the focus of the current paper, specifically asking whether the development of courseware is facilitated or undermined by models of systems analysis and design and developmental lifecycles adopted from software engineering.

2 Developing Courseware

In the early days of software development much was made of the analogy between what came to be called "software engineering" and traditional "hard" engineering. The case was made that traditional engineering was successful and was characterised by, for example, the use of tools, notations, diagrams, mathematics, project management and quality assurance and that therefore the development of software would benefit from adopting similar practices.

Traditional engineering, if viewed in possibly a rather idealised sort of way, attempted to deal with problems or situations based around projects characterised by large size, complexity, performance and boundaries of their requirements; by customer dimensions characterised by uncertainty, dispute, change, goals, preferences, priorities and deadlines; by legacy; by costs, personnel and resources and the need for forecasting and controlling them; by communications with people such customers, contractors and colleagues and by the cost and imperfections of raw materials.

The current state of courseware development methods resembles the early days of software engineering. The case for courseware engineering is made implicitly by the very use of the term "courseware engineering" but also has its own explicit advocates [1] who argue that previous generations of educational software in England were clearly the flawed products of a "cottage industry" using inadequate tools, such as BBC Basic or Microtext, each developed by a single analyst/programmer/domain expert, using no clearly articulated development process or evaluation procedure and with no sustainable financial relation between customers, developers and consumers. Putting courseware
development on the rational basis implied by the analogy with software engineering will, it is being argued, prevent a repetition of these problems.

There are, of course, some alternative positions being taken: one of these [2] is that the introduction of computers into educational systems is analogous to the introduction of computers into clerical information systems and thus that general systems thinking is appropriate, tempered by educational purposes in the place of commercial ones. This may be true but the logic of the analogy does not necessarily lead inevitably to the tools of classical systems analysis and design since these are now felt to be inadequate for many contemporary information systems [3]. In any case, there has always been some debate as to whether systems analysis and design are part of software engineering or vice versa so we lose nothing by choosing to work with the software engineering analogy rather than the information systems one.

In order to determine how and where software engineering can legitimately contribute to courseware development we need to identify what developmental problems courseware development is trying to tackle rather than just adopting software engineering tools and techniques without identifying the underlying nature of the problems and difficulties that gave rise to them.

These problems, common to both course development and software development, will be the problems of large, complex, poorly bounded or rapidly changing requirements, the problems of project management and quality assurance with an abstract medium, the problems of communicating with customers and teams of developers about intangible requirements and the problems of systems with substantial "soft" components.

Any developmental approach intended to address these kinds of problems must attempt to enhance or assure the quality of the product and attempt to manage and control the process of development.

In looking at the parallels between software engineering and courseware engineering, the areas of courseware engineering where there is least clarity, definition and certainty are:

- defining appropriate customers, then
- defining the scope of the system and hence also
- defining appropriate testing and evaluation practices and finally
- defining a repertoire of development lifecycle models.

3 Enhancing the Quality of the Product

Drawing on the analogy with software engineering, the courseware product's quality attributes must include ideas of correctness, robustness, completeness and efficiency as well as more technical attributes such as maintainability,
portability, interoperability and reliability. We should look at what some of these ideas mean in the context of courseware development.

In courseware development, defining correctness must mean that we seek to capture and represent requirements (including identifying educational objectives and purpose, hence an appropriate environment and systems boundary, defining users and their interaction and navigation through the system) and we must identify the source of these requirements, a putative customer.

Software engineering's techniques for this requirements capture are designed to deal with requirements that are large and complex and potentially incomplete or inconsistent.

The software engineering techniques attempt to deal with this size and complexity by partitioning requirements into those that are high priority, mandatory or urgent and those that are low priority and optional. These techniques also partition the requirements on other grounds, for example into functional requirements and non-functional requirements, in order defer some of the difficulties and prioritise dealing with some of the others. Structured methods assume functional requirements to be the highest priority. Many methods of capturing and representing requirements will attempt to manage their size and complexity by decomposing the (functional) requirements into different views or aspects and then creating a model or representation of each aspect (for example a data model and a process model) in order to reason about them. They involve the use of graphical or formal notations and sometimes the structured or formalised use of prototypes.

In free-standing, software-based courseware products, the complexity and size is located in the interface and the interactions rather than in the algorithms, data structures and the computations and so the representation of requirements must focus on these attributes. In a broader sense, courseware may be a system of interlocking, interdependent courseware subsystems such as audio tapes and conventional textbooks designed to deliver a course and the complexity becomes more difficult to represent, or indeed to validate, especially if some of these components are human.

Another difficulty is that courseware, in either of the senses above, should be robust as well as correct: we could interpret this robustness as meaning that it must designed to be tolerant of a wide variety of students with a wide variety of learning styles working in a wide range of sub-optimal ("noisy") environments. Similarly, maintainability must be measured in terms of the product's or course's ability to respond to such inputs as changed curricula, tutors or assessment regimes.

There are other attributes of courseware product quality that will also need re-interpreting but correctness, robustness and maintainability should suffice to illustrate that the idea the correspondence between courseware and software is non-trivial and dependent on a clearer definition and understanding of the courseware product.
Having considered some of the desirable attributes of courseware products, we can consider two of the lessons of software engineering, or rather systems analysis. The first is that we should not draw the systems boundary too narrowly and not implement a new technology as pieces of disconnected subsystems or products. In terms of courseware development, this means we should attempt to engineer the wider learning experience system (or perhaps the course or the module) rather than attempting to engineer the multimedia component or subsystem in isolation.

Nevertheless, in looking at the literature, it is difficult to see what courseware engineering is actually trying to design: is it a casual episode of non-deterministic browsing, a piece of so-called edutainment, a set of interfaces and interactions, the formal teaching and assessing of a topic, a multimedia/hypermedia software system or an entire module? As well as uncertainty on this issue, the literature also suggests that there is a spectrum of tutor involvement and control: at one extreme, Open University course teams slot human tutors into clearly defined roles alongside all the other multimedia components whilst at the other extreme, multimedia software can play a subservient and possibly more conventional role vis-a-vis teaching staff.

The second lesson of systems analysis, or rather actually soft systems methods, is the need for an adequate, accurate and appropriate identification of the customer and/or user. The confusion in the system boundary may be just a consequence of ambiguity in the definition of the customer or procurer that does not arise so obviously in software engineering (though there may be an analogy between the IT manager/data-entry clerk dichotomy and the lecturer/student one): are the customers the students; the tutors, teachers, lecturers and demonstrators; the module leaders; the course leaders and subject leaders; the budget holders; the external funders or commercial publishers? Of course much courseware has been developed by the people who deploy it and it never gets any wider exposure than its original environment, further confusing the supposedly contractual relationship between developer and customer implicit in "engineering" but this category may be the least relevant one to a courseware engineering perspective as opposed to a courseware craft or cottage industry perspective.

Having looked at courseware engineering's lack of a common understanding about its scope and customers, we have seen two areas where the correspondence between courseware engineering and software engineering is poorest.

4 Controlling the Process

Looking at the process's attributes, if there were an analogy with software engineering and its projects then courseware developers should be seeking to manage the size and complexity of the development process, ensure its visibility,
organise its social and personnel aspects, establish the means for communication and maximise cost-effectiveness and resource utilisation.

This implies the need for some project management framework within which courseware development can take place. In reality, the number of people and parties involved in development can vary from one [5] to many [6]. In these latter cases, individuals and institutions have worked together [7] in ways that was largely temporary and constrained by funding and so clearly depart from any ideals of team size or composition [8]. These factors may account for the dearth of reflection and generalisation on the issue of project management in courseware development. There are though indirect remarks about project management difficulties being not uncommon [9] and this is hardly surprising.

Courseware engineering unfortunately relies largely an informal version of incremental or exploratory prototyping and so there is a considerable mismatch between the metrics and the process.

An important attribute of the development process is an explicit process or lifecycle model. Unfortunately many accounts of courseware development suggest that the confusion about the system boundary, the purpose of the system and the identity of the customer make such a model difficult to articulate and may account for the predominance of prototyping as the preferred developmental model. The Open University is unusual in formally articulating how it develops its multimedia courses (or courseware depending on one's definition) in a Course Production Handbook. Many new universities, of course, do document courses extensively after they are developed but have no formal model for the process by which they are developed. The Open University, on the other hand, does and has always adopted an iterative prototyping model [10] for course development adapted to subject needs. This prototyping is punctuated by peer review and by milestones such as design review, software review, integration testing and functionality acceptance and is monitored by a project management team, Project Control, and by a Quality Assurance section which defines testing, standards, scheduling and inventory control. This model is adopted irrespective of the detailed balance of components in the course (or courseware). The Open University views V-models and waterfall-models as inappropriate for educational software and uses the iterative model to tie together the development work on all the disparate components of a course (or courseware).

The confusion about processes and customers seems to spill over into the area of testing and evaluation. These terms are used to describe activities which range from "scientific" evaluation of interfaces to educational evaluation of outcomes. Furthermore "formative" evaluation seems to be actually a form of evolutionary prototyping. There are relatively few general frameworks or methodologies for evaluation [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and in practice, practitioners use something local and one-off [16], [17], [18], [19] that even if valid is non-transferable and difficult to generalise from.
To return to the lifecycle of courseware development, in some accounts the technical and software-centred aspects are relegated to a small part of a much bigger lifecycle if the focus is on educational design or are driven purely by the nature of the interface and interactions so there is little consensus on the scope of a lifecycle model.

For the software-based kernel of courseware, aside from the use of prototyping, either expressed explicitly or just assumed, there seem to be few other process models. Nevertheless it has been suggested [20] that prototyping is actually under-represented as a courseware development because courseware projects are relatively small and do not have a conspicuous maintenance requirement. One practitioner has provided a different argument for his specific project [21], namely that the house-style for the look-and-feel of the interface and the house-style template for progress and navigation through the courseware, together with the expertise of the programmers, meant that no process model was required beyond informal incremental prototyping. The process model was basically experts-in-a-blackbox. The house-style template itself was apparently derived from a priori educational principles and not validated within the scope of the project [22].

There are some alternatives to prototyping, usually following a structured methods approach [1], [24], [2], [26] and as we have said, these are sometimes embedded in a larger framework with a more pedagogical bias that downplays the developmental of the actual multimedia software [27], [19] and thus attempt to embed a conventional software analysis and design phase into their lifecycle models as specific phases after educational requirements or needs analysis.

Unfortunately, none of these structured lifecycle models mentions the need for a feasibility stage prior to analysis and design to evaluate the likely economic or pedagogic benefits; nor are any methods based around soft-systems approaches identified. Nor are any of these methods specifically tailored to the needs of computer science and software engineering education.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

As a paradigm for courseware development, courseware engineering modeled on the analogy with either "traditional" engineering or software engineering is clearly defective. The analogy between software engineering and traditional engineering is itself probably suspect and possibly based on an optimistic and idealistic view of the success and methods of traditional engineering.

It could argued that any analogy with either "traditional" engineering or software engineering is flawed since both are intended (however unsuccessfully in reality) to deliver one-off or bespoke project outcomes within clearly defined constraints of time and cost to very clearly defined customers.

Courseware might be more like a (mass-produced) product intended for an open albeit niche market of unknown customers at whatever costs the market
will bear. Whilst therefore a better analogy for courseware development might be retail software product development, there does not seem to be a paradigm for this either (in spite of its undoubted commercial success) though self-evidently successful companies must have such their own paradigm [29], albeit tacit.

Clearly then courseware development is in a quandary because on the one hand, it does not have a sound and justifiable paradigm, legitimised by economic and institutional success, that delivers desirable and marketable artifacts but on the other hand, the lack of such economic and institutional success means that there is not a body of work with sufficient mass to underpin the development of a durable and successful paradigm for development and deployment.

This is an argument for a strategy that exploits current work and momentum in order to break this vicious circle. In order to build towards success such a strategy must play to the strengths and opportunities of courseware and this involves identifying, in this instance in the context of high-volume computer science higher education, what those strengths and opportunities are.

One might at a high level search for other existing paradigms of creation and production such as software product development (already mentioned) or artisan/apprentice-based craft production.

At a lower level, it should be possible for a developmental paradigm to develop out of a more successful and viable practice. A starting point for this would be to address the deficiencies identified above.

Firstly, in the context of institutional modular higher education, the customer is clearly the module leader, directly accountable for the quality and outcomes of the students' learning experience. Hence, the broadest and most appropriate definition of the courseware product is the module and all the technologies within it that deliver learning, rather any free-standing constituent courseware product. The system boundary is coterminous with the module and its purpose is defined by module's aims and objectives and implicitly by prerequisites and post-requisites [30].

The arguments for an institution-wide look-and-feel and consistent navigational metaphors are self-evident and are attractive to developers, students and to institutional quality auditors and public relations personnel. Many projects [31] advocate standardising on a small number of authoring tools and platforms and again the virtues are apparent, in, for example, rationalising staff training and central technical support.

Two major deficiencies identified above in current courseware development are the interlocking issues of process model and evaluation.

The point of departure for the process model must be incremental prototyping. This can now be constrained by the module delivery, review and revalidation cycle stretched over say five years. The annual or bi-annual deliveries of the module become the prototyping increments. Compared to the norms for prototyping, the proposed process model must devote a greater proportion of resources to the delivery/maintenance phase and less to the initial
increment and must have a specifically educational but systemic evaluation in each delivery.

The cycle would start by taking an existing module as the first iteration of the prototype, embodying an inchoate version of the courseware requirements. The components, including any human components and implicit components such as the Web and the library, could then be identified along with ideas about their (actual) purposes, their functions and the relationships between them all. A courseware-style evaluation and institutional statistics would illuminate the module's current short-comings.

An incremental prototyping approach based around the annual module delivery cycle would allow for periodic maintenance and content revision, very necessary given the pace of change in the computing curriculum, as well as acting as a focus for staff development and the transformation of academics into "reflective practitioners" [32], "owning" what they use.

The proposed process model should obviously exploit the technical expertise of computer science lecturers in their ability to use new and more powerful tools and their ability to work confidently with various developmental process models. In these senses, computer science lecturers are not naive courseware developers. Conversely the proposed process model must recognise that computer science lecturers are pedagogically naive and find ways to transform their understanding of what they know into forms of expression and organisation accessible to all their learners.

What is known about courseware developmental cost factors, and what we know about the institutional metrics of module performance and quality, should encourage successive iterations of the module where at every opportunity the most expensive medium and method is progressively replaced by the one that is more attractive in terms of either costs, benefits or quality. The approach outlined would be responsive, create a sense of ownership amongst the users and create a growing resource grounded in practice and experience.
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